INTRODUCTION
In this work, we are interested in the properties of possibly discontinuous optimal cost functions of deterministic control problem as viscosity solutions of first-order Hamilton-Jacobi (H-J in short) équations. In particular, we study optimal stopping time problems with discontinuous stopping cost. In order to be more spécifie, let us briefly describe the control problem : we consider a System which state is given by the solution y x of s) 9 
where è and ƒ are given fonctions, X is a fixed positive constant, 0 is a nonnegative number (the stopping time). i>(. ) e L°°(IR + ; V) is the control, V being a compact metric space. The assumptions are detailed in the first part. The main point is that we assume only that *| / is a bounded fonction defined pointwise ; in particular, it may present discontinuities.
If \|i is bounded uniformly continuous, it is well-known that u[ty] is the unique uniformly continuous viscosity solution of
where
H(x,t,p) = Sup {b(x, v).p + \t ~ f(x 9 v);veV}
Our aim is to obtain such a characterization. In f act, we prove a less précise but optimal resuit. Bef ore detailing our results, let us explain our program :
(i) Since v| > is discontinuous, we must extend the notion of viscosity solution to (VI). Let us recall that this notion was introduced for continuous Hamiltonians by M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions [5] (See also [3, 9, 11] ). Let us point out that this définition is based, in the case of discontinuous solutions, on the lower semi-continuous (l.s.c. in short) and the upper semicontinuous (u.s.c. in short) envellope of the solution. In all the following, u* (resp. w*) will be the l.s.c. (resp. u.s.c.) envellope of u,
(ii) We have to show that w[*| >] is viscosity solution of (VI). An additional difficulty to the uniformly continuous case is that the définition of viscosity solution deals with u*|\|i] and u* [I|J] and not with w [\|i] .So,we have either to identify w*[i|/] and «*[*)/] or to show that they satisfy respectively sub and superoptimality principles of dynamic programming (cf. P. L. Lions and P. E. Souganidis [13] ).
(iii) We have to look at « uniqueness » (or characterization) property for the viscosity solution u [4>] . In gênerai, the discontinuous viscosity solution is not unique and we can prove the existence of a maximum and of a minimum solution. One reason is that the H-J équation is the same for the control problem (l)-(3) and for the relaxed problem (see Section I). But, the 
This « regularity » result will be used, in an essential way, to prove the uniqueness result for the l.s.c. solution. This section contains many counterexamples showing that our results are optimal. The second section is devoted to study the properties of u[ty] as viscosity solution of (VI). First, we recall the notion of discontinuous viscosity solution for (VI). Then, the equality w*[\| >] = w[i| >*] allows us to adapt the standard methods used in the continuous case to prove that w[i|/] is a viscosity solution of (VI). This property and the structure of the problem enables us to characterize w*[*l>] but, in gênerai, not w*[4>] ; more precisely, we prove that u*[4>] is the minimum viscosity supersolution (and solution) and w[4**] is the maximum viscosity subsolution (and solution) of (VI). When i|/ satisfies (5), we show that u*[\\f] is the unique l.s.c. solution of (VI) and so, we have an entirely satisfying result in this « regular » case.
In the third part, we examine some exit time problems which can be interpreted by considering an associated stopping time problem in U N . For that type of problem, defined by a technical assumption, we show that the value function of the relaxed control problem associated to the exit time of fl is the unique l.s.c. viscosity solution of an Hamilton-Jacobi problem in H, with mixed boundary conditions. An application of such a result is, for example, the minimum exit time from H.
In the appendix, we extend the stability results for viscosity solutions obtained by M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions [5] and H. Ishii [9] . Essentially, we show stability results for any séquence of viscosity sub and supersolutions and of Hamiltonians. Nethertheless, ou arguments are purely finite dimensional.
I. THE STOPPING TIME PROBLEM WITH DISCONTINUOUS STOPPING COST
In this Section, we investigate some gênerai properties of discontinuous value functions for the stopping time problem with discontinuous stopping cost. Indeed, it seems to give a rather gênerai situation ; for example, it covers some exit time problems (see Section III).
Denoting by u the value function we try to identify its lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) version w* and its upper semi-continuous (u.s.c.) version w* defined by
Our main motivation is that these functions play a special rôle when we want to use weak solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi équation by extending Crandall-Lions [5] or Ishii [8, 9] définition of viscosity solutions (see Section II). Thus, we begin by giving some gênerai inequalities between these functions (Subsection 1) and we show that they cannot be improved in gênerai by indicating some counterexamples (Subsection 2). We also give further regularity results using relaxed controls. Finally, we recall the dynamic programming principle which will be used later on.
General inequalities
In this subsection we consider the stopping time problem in R N . Namely, we take functions b (x, v ) for x e R N , v e V. Hère V is a compact set (the set of controls) and we assume that, for some constant C b and ƒ are continuous on IR N x V ; To prove the other inequality, we choose a séquence y n such that y n -* J^W* ^OO -• ^CK 0 )) as n tends to infinity. Then, we may solve the O.D.E.
Denoting x n = y n (0), we have x n^x as n tends to infinity. Therefore lim/(*", v, 0, i|/) = J(x, v, 9, <|i*) , and the second inequality is proved, concluding the proof of Lemma I.2.
Ho wever, there is a gênerai situation which allows to characterize («[i|/] )* as the value function of a stopping time problem. This is the case of relaxed controls that we briefly recall.
We introducé the set P (V ) of probability measures on V and we identify any control w e V with the Dirac mass 8 W . With this identification, we may write ƒ(*,*)= f f(x,v)ô w (v) y Jv for any ƒ continuous in v. This theory is develloped more precisely and used in [1, 10, 15, 16] . Hère, let us only point out the following resuit. We set, for an obstacle \\t as before
Jo
where y x (. ) is the relaxed trajectory given by
Then, we have the : PROPOSITION 
Counteramples
We give now the counterexamples announced in Subsection 1. 
Hère, a is a positive number. Finally, we take ƒ = 0 and
We take the discount factor X = 0 but this is not relevant for the example as we will see. Let us remark that \| > is l.s.c. and let us prove the :
Proof: First, we prove that w[i|/](0) = 1. Indeed, J(x, T, v, *| >) can be 0 or -1. To obtain the value -1, we must take a stopping time T such that Remark : A simple modification of this example proves that the value function of an exit timeproblem is not always l.s.c. In our example, we were interested in the problem of exit from 
Dynamic programming principle
This subsection is to recall a gênerai resuit in control theory which is the Dynamic Programming Principle. lts validity for continuous obstacle is wellknown (see [7, 10, 11, 13, 16] ), let us only state it for discontinuous obstacle and refer the interested reader to the above référence for a proof.
vol. 21, îi" 4, 1987 We just remark that the continuity is no used in the proofs given in these références. PROPOSITION This formula will be used later to prove the relation between the value functions w[i|i] and the Hamilton-Jacobi équation.
H. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE COST FUNCTION BY HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATION
The goal of this section is to show that the optimal cost function of the optimal stopping time problem described in the first Section is the unique viscosity solution of the variational inequality
H(x,t,p) = S\xp
To do so, we have to extend to problems like (VI) the définition of viscosity solution introduced for continuous Hamiltonians in [5] and for some discontinuous Hamiltonians in [8, 12] . Then, we can prove the stability of the viscosity solution of (VI). The uniqueness of the discontinuous viscosity solution of (VI) only holds for obstacles satisfying the « regularity » property (x)/ * )* = ty* and its proof relies on the interprétation of the solution as the cost function for an optimal control problem.
IL 1. The viscosity formulation of the dynamic programming principle
In this subsection we define the notion of viscosity solution of (VI), then we prove, via the dynamic programming, that the function u defined by (1.5) is a viscosity solution of (VI). Remark : When *)/ is continuous, the définition of viscosity solution for (VI) is included in the one for first order Hamilton-Jacobi équations by considering the continuous Hamiltonian
For discontinuous Hamiltonians, see [8, 12] and the Appendix.
THEOREM IL 2 : Let u be defined by (L5). Under the assumptions o f PropostionLl, u is a viscosity solution ofÇVÏ).
Proof: The proof is inspired by the corresponding one in [11] . First, we prove that « is a viscosity subsolution of (VI). Let cJjeC^R^) and which ends the first part of the proof. Now we prove that u is a viscosity supersolution of (VI). Let <j > e C X (R N ) and x 0 be a local minimum of w* -<)>, then two cases are possible :
First case : u*(x 0 ) = ^*(JC 0 ) and there is nothing to prove. Second case : w*(x 0 ) < I|I*(JC 0 ). In this case we recall that u* = Now, we claim that there exists 8^0 such that Remark : This proof is based on the suboptimality principle of Dynamic Programming (cf. [13] ) satisfied by M* and the f act that M* is the value function of the relaxed control problem. 
II.2. Uniqueness results for the variational inequality
By looking at the définition of viscosity solutions for (VI), it is clear that, in gênerai, we are not able to find the solution u[ty] of the optimal stopping time problem from the variational inequality. The best we can do is to characterize u*[i|/] and w*[i|i] and this is the goal of this Section. But we begin by giving a stability resuit.
THEOREM IL3 : Let (*!>")" 6^ (resp. (<p") ne^) be a nonincreasing (resp. a nondecreasing) séquence of bounded uniformly continuons fonctions such that
Inf {ty n ; n e N} = 4** > (resp. Sup {<p rt ;neN} = *|>*) .
Then (resp.

û[*.] = Sup {w[cpj ; n e N}) . (H.3) COROLLARY IL4 : Let u be a bounded viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) o ƒ (VI), then
This means that u[v|/*] is the maximum bounded viscosity subsolution of (VI) and w *[*!' *] is the minimum bounded viscosity supersolution of (VI).
THEOREM IL 5 : £/[i|/*] and w*[i|i] are viscosity solutions respectively o f
and of where y" is the solution of:
First case: There exists a subsequence, still denoted (6 n ) ngN , of (6")" 6^, such that 9" -• -f oo. Since Sup {u[<p n ](x) ;n eN} remains unchanged by this extraction, we deduce from (II.8)
Since <p" and \}i* are bounded, letting n -• oo, we obtain Sup {M [9 B ](jf);»eM} +E>M[^)?M*MW.
Second case : The séquence 9" is bounded. Since b is bounded y^(9") is bounded, so considering a subsequence, we may assume that 9" -• 9 and y" In both cases, we have proved the inequality above, which is true for every e > 0. Letting E tend to 0, we conclude the proof of Theorem IL3.
Proof of Corollary IL4 : First, we prove (IL4). Let (4O«eN be a nonincreasing séquence of bounded uniformly continuous functions such that
Inf {i|i n ;ne N} = i|i* .
Since \(/ n^= i|/*, w* is a viscosity subsolution of Max {/ƒ(*, w, Dw) ; w -ty n } = 0 in R N (11.10) and w [*)>"] ^ ^* is the viscosity solution of (IL9). By classical comparison results for first order H. J. équations, we have Taking the infimum in n in (11.11) and using Theorem IL3, we conclude. We do not give the proof of (IL5) which is totally similar.
Proof o f Theorem IL5 ; w[\|/*] is viscosity solution of (IL6) by Theorem IL 2 In the same way, we already know that w*[i|i*] is a viscosity supersolution of (IL7). It remains to prove that u*[i|i*] is a viscosity subsolution of (IL7). Let (<p n ) neN be a nondecreasing séquence of continuous functions such that Sup {<p";neN} = *|i,. 
m. EXIT TIMES PROBLEMS LEADING TO STOPPING TIMES PROBLEMS WITH DISCONTINUOUS STOPPING COST
We want to present hère some exit time problems which can be interpreted as stopping time problems with discontinuous stopping costs. In order to do so, let us first describe a typical problem of exit time.
The notations and assumptions of the following control problem are those of the first part. We consider, in addition, ft a smooth bounded domain of M N . The state of the system is described by the solution y x of 
where the equafity and the inequality have to be understood in the viscosity sense and H(x,t,p) is given by (4).
Remark : It is worth mentioning that w* is the l.s.c. envellope of u in Ù and not in fl. We may have u*(x) < lim inf u(y) . Remark : Let us recall the meaning of (III.5). The définition of viscosity solution on the boundary was introduced and used for state-constraints problems by M. H. Soner [15] (See also I. Capuzzo-Dolcetta and P. L. Lions [2] where r 1 is the first exit time from O and T 2 from Ö. This type of formulation was considered by Quadrat [14] . Notice that the value function associated to relaxed controls is Ls.c. and so, is equal to w* since ƒ and <p are continuous. Using (H), it is easy to see that the optimal cost fonction associated to the stopping time problem with the obstacle i|/ coïncides with u in fi and with t|i in H c . We will still dénote this function by w. Hence, since i|/ satisfies (1.6). TheoremIL5 implies that (w*)* = u* and u* is the unique l.s.c. viscosity solution of Max (H(x,u,Du) 
Now, we investigate the properties of u in fi. Since C is large enough, u <: i|; in fi and so
In R N , uzzty and therefore u* =S *J>* = cp on dfi ; but, as w = \| > in H c and since we know that u* = û in H by Quadrat's remark, we have w* = <p on 3fi. So, it remains to prove (III.5). Let <( > e C x (fi) and let x e dfl be a maximum point of w* -<) > in fi ; two cases are possible :
a . u*(x) = <p(jc), then (III.5) is satisfied. Z?.w*(x)^(p(x), since w* = i|; in fi c and since the restriction of i|/ to fl c is continuous on 3ft, for any extension of <( > to R^, x is a maximum point of u* -<| > in R*. This is a conséquence of the jump of M* toward 3fi at x. Therefore which proves (III.5).
Conversely, let be v a bounded l.s.c. function which satisfy (III.4)-(IIL6). By extending v by u* outside fi, we are going to prove that v is viscosity solution of (VI). By taking C large enough for t|; in O, we have t; ^ ty in R N . The only difficulty is to prove that v is viscosity subsolution at the points of 3fi. Let <( > G C l (R N ) and let x G dft be a maximum point in R N of v* -<(>. If y*(x) > <p(x), since ;t is also a maximum point in fi of t?*-<f>, (III.5) shows that H(x, v*(x), D$(x)) ^ 0 and we conclude. If v_*_00 =_$_C X )J since i? is_a supersolutioirof (VL)^ weJhave i;^= w* and thusw* (x) = tp(x) and x is also a maximum point of M* -4> in R N . Finally, since M* is viscosity subsolution of (VI), we obtain H(x> «*(*), D$(x)) ^ 0, and again, we conclude. Finally, since u* is the unique bounded l.s.c. viscosity solution of (VI), then v = u* in U N and in particular in fi. Let us finally point out that the proof of theoremlll.l shows that the mixed boundary condition (III.5) cornes directly from the discontinuity of u on bfl.
Remark : In terms of control the interprétation of (III.5) is very clear. For x 6 fl, let T(X) be the minimal exit time of O with respect to the field b. For x G dfi, two cases are possible :
(i) T* (x) = 0 ; then, for any point in a neighbourhood of x, there exists a trajectory which goes out of O « immediately » and which is almost optimal by (ƒƒ). So, u is continuous at x and u(x) = <p(x).
(ii) T*(X) > 0 ; then, there exists a séquence x n^x such that and
T(*,,)-T*(JC).
Now, for rc large enough, T(X") s= T* (X)/2 and using the Dynamic Programming Principle at x n with t === r*(;t)/2, letting /z -• + oo, one shows easily that w*(x) satisfies a suboptimality inequality and so, u is viscosity subsolution of H(x, u, Du) = 0 atx.
APPENDIX
A STABILITY RESULT FOR GENERAL DISCONTINUOUS HAMILTONIANS
In this Appendix, we show a stability resuit for gênerai H. J. Equations with discontinuous Hamiltonians which is inspired by the analogy presented in the remark following Définition II. 1. Such problems has already been considered in [8] , [12] with some particular discontinuities of H (x, u, p ) and for the évolution équation.
In ail this part, we consider gênerai discontinuities of H. Thus we look at the stationary équation and H is a locally bounded function of (x, u,p), First, we define viscosity solutions of Proof of Theorem A.2 : Our proof is inspired by the corresponding one in [5] , [9] and is based upon the following Lemma. First, we prove Theorem A.2 by using this lemma. Let <{> G C 1 (R Ar ) and x 0 be a local maximum point of u -<| >. By a remark of M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions [5] , changing <|>(JC) in $(x) + \x -x o \ 2 , we may assume that Lemma (A. 3) holds. Thus, there exists a subsequence, still denoted x n9 of local maximum points of u* -<( > converging to JC 0 . Since w n * is â viscosity^subsolution of (AT2) and-smce x^-€rB (^0T^ for ^Harge enoxigh, we have Extracting a subsequenee, we may assume that x n and u*(x n ) converge respectively to some point x x and some real p as n -> oo. Thus, taking the lim sup as n -> oo, x -+ y in (A.5), we obtain Remark : One can deduce from this theorem that, under growth and monotonicity assumptions on H 9 (A.l) has a unique maximal subsolution which is also a supersolution -and in the same way, a unique minimal supersolution which is also a subsolution -. We do not prove this hère since ? with this generality, the définition (A.l) does not coincide with other classical définition of sub or supersolution (in D', for linear équation, for instance).
